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ROCK BOTTOM prices for travel, accommodation, meals,
drinks and festive fare make Riga the cheapest choice for a
European Christmas shopping break in the annual Post
Office Travel Money Christmas Markets Barometer. 
The Latvian capital has emerged as best buy for a two-

night break – 41% cheaper than Stockholm, the most
expensive of ten cities surveyed. 
At £504 for a weekend break for two - comprising two

evening meals with wine, coffee, festive drinks and snacks,
bed-and-breakfast accommodation, flights and airport-city
centre transfers, Riga has risen from last year’s runner-up
spot to claim the top position from Tallinn on the back of a
7.8% fall in its barometer total. Tallinn remains good value
at £563, but has dropped to fourth place because of a 4.8%
rise in prices. 
Riga is just one of five cities surveyed where prices are

down this autumn. Sterling is now stronger against most
European currencies than last autumn and, along with

package prices falls and local price cuts for meals and
drinks, this accounts for the drop in prices in half the cities
surveyed. The biggest falls have been in runner-up Munich,
down 14% to £525, and third-placed Lille, where prices
have dropped 15.4% to £532.   
Andrew Brown of Post Office Travel Money said: “The

difference in prices revealed by the latest barometer show
just how important it is for people planning trips to check
prices and factor in all the costs they will incur on a
Christmas Markets trip. 
“Holiday homework before booking will show that short

breaks to long-established favourites like Munich and Lille
rate alongside Riga as best value for a bargain break.”  
Christmas gift items were also more than 15% cheaper

in Riga (£690) than in London. Shoppers can pick up a pair
of Levis 501s at almost a third less than in London - £58
compared with £80 - while an Apple iPad costs 29% less -
£296 compared with £399. 

THE QATAR Tourism Authority (QTA) teamed up with Qatar Airways to host a fam trip to the destination’s capital, Doha, last month. Highlights of the
trip included a city tour on the Doha Bus, a tour of the Souq Waqif and the Museum of Islamic Art and dune bashing in the desert. Pictured at the
Museum of Islamic Art are, from the left: (back row) Jitesh Mesuria, Luxury Holidays; Richard Conr, Gold Medal; Lindsey Bailey, Broadway Travel;
Navdeep Hoonjan, Qatar Airways; Emma Lourence, Trailfinders; Samantha Potter, Hayes & Jarvis; Timothy Farr, Audley Travel; Georgina Gargett,
Kuoni Travel Ltd; Andrea Jackson, Selective Travel; Loraine Mehta, Jetset; Imran Waris, PAK Travels; Mamta Sachdev, Travelpack; and
Maheswaranathan Gajendran, Carlton Leisure; with (front row) Jinqui Lin, Ying Wah; Georgi Mishev, Kenwood Travel; Manoj Rijal, Brightsun Travel;
Katie Lomas, Travel Counsellors; Ava Mehta, QTA; and Nicole Davis, Hays Travel. 
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New division from Thomas Cook aims to transform holiday money & travel insurance 
THOMAS COOK is launching a new financial services division that will transform the holiday money and insurance
services it provides to customers.
Thomas Cook Money brings all the operator's existing financial services under one roof but also focuses on launching

innovative new products to help customers plan, save, borrow and spend their holiday money, both at home and abroad.
The new product is launching in the UK with two new products, which it plans to roll out across other markets in

the coming months.
Roam gives holidaymakers unique control over their insurance, with an app that enables them to tailor their cover

on a per-trip, per-day and per-person basis. It offers a fast and simple sign-up and the ability to manage everything
via the app right up to the moment of departure, giving holidaymakers on-demand control over their travel
insurance, including refunds on unused days should trips end earlier than expected.
The second product, Lyk, represents a major revamp of the company's prepaid travel card offering. Lyk is an app-based

service which gives customers a contactless payment card that can be loaded in ten major currencies and, as a
Mastercard, is accepted worldwide. Instant balance and transaction information in the app allows customers to more
easily manage their holiday spending. The card can also be switched on or off using the app should it be lost or stolen,
with 24-hour support from a dedicated helpline if required.
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SEASON’S GREETINGS…Daniela Leonard (right) from TUI,
Bletchley, scoops Warner Leisure Hotels’ weekly Festive Incentive
prize draw hamper full of Christmas goodies. Daniela is pictured
with Bourne Leisure’s Gemma Wilks. 

andBeyond boosts portfolio with 
new lodge in South Africa for 2018
ANDBEYOND IS investing in the improvement and
extension of its lodge network in 2018 with the
addition of a new lodge. 
Situated in South Africa’s Sabi Sand Game Reserve,

the company's Tengile River Lodge is a new property
that will offer nine floating suites that will look out
over the sand river from the dappled shelter of a cool
forest. Following the curve of the river bank, each area
in the lodge will offer magnificent river views. Raised
above ground level, the spacious suites will offer
sunken lounges, elegant bedrooms and bathrooms that
open out onto the forest, creating private spaces in the
open air. Cleverly designed living areas can be
converted to cater for children’s sleeping
arrangements at night. A beautiful spa and gym area
offer a haven of tranquility where guests can spend the
entire day relaxing in between game drives.
Sustainability lies at the heart of the new lodge’s

form and function and environmentally-friendly
construction materials have been selected with
durability in mind. Automation is being put into place
to reduce the use of electricity.
The lodge will open on December 1, 2018. 

MOVERS
�  ANURADHA MUDALIGE has been appointed as UK director at Duke’s Court Travel and CheapOair.co.uk, both part of the
Fareportal Group.

�  THE INTREPID Group has appointed Michael Edwards as chief growth officer, effective on January 1, 2018, and Leigh
Barnes as chief purpose officer on July 1, 2018.

�  ROTANA HAS appointed Declan Hurley as corporate vice president of sales.
�  Elle Reinink has been appointed UK & European sales manager for Leeu Collection.
�  GULF AIR has appointed Krešimir Kučko as CEO.
�  JAMES VILLA Holidays has appointed Alan MacLean as its managing director.
�  GLH HOTELS has announced the appointment of Oliver Kahf as the new general manager of Hard Rock Hotel, London,
which is scheduled to open in early 2019. 

�  LINDSAY DIXON has joined Great Rail Journeys as head of trade sales.
�  FLYBE HAS announced that Roy Kinnear will join the company as its new chief commercial officer (CCO) with effect from
January 2018.

�  MARGARET HART has been appointed vice chair of the YHA (England and Wales).
�  NEWMARKET HOLIDAYS has appointed Stuart Cowell to its trade sales team.
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NEILSON HAS added a new club to its
summer 2018 line-up with the addition
of Airone Beachclub in southern Italy. It
brings the operator's portfolio of
summer beachclubs to ten, and the total
destinations to four, with other clubs
located in Croatia, Greece and Sardinia. 

Airone Beachclub is in Calabria, in
southwest Italy, where it is located in the
arch of the foot of the country’s famous
boot shaped peninsula, looking out
across the Ionian Sea.

The large sandy beach at Airone
Beachclub has ample space for guests
keen to make the most of the waterfront
location - whether dinghy sailing,
windsurfing, paddle boarding, kayaking
or swimming. A huge range of inclusive
tuition sessions are available and
Neilson instructors are on hand to help
guests try something new or improve
existing skills. 

Royal Yachting Association (RYA)
courses are also included in windsurfing
and sailing, while tennis fans will

appreciate the four new courts, with
inclusive coaching for all ability levels. A
multi-sport court also provides the ideal
spot for children of all ages to enjoy a
variety of team sports including
basketball, while a fitness deck will play
host to a range of classes, including
HIIT, Pilates, yoga, circuits and Zumba. 

Airone Beachclub is great for families
too with its spacious grounds, sandy
beach, shallow waters, kids’ pool and ten
clubs for children of all ages. 

An abundance of family and
interconnecting rooms are located in
the main property, which is designed
in style of a grand old villa and
provides ample space for families to
relax after energetic days on, and off,
the water. The beachclub is just a
short transfer of one hour 40 minutes
from Lamezia Terme Airport.

The operator's managing director,
David Taylor, said: “Last year saw the
introduction of three new beachclubs in
Sardinia, Croatia and Greece and two

new activities… a tough act to follow but
we’re delighted to be heading to yet
another new destination in 2018. 

"Airone Beachclub is an established
property which provides a great
natural environment for all the
inclusive activities out on the water
that we’ve become famous for over the
years. But with the addition of new
tennis courts, kids’ clubs and fitness
facilities, our land-based activity
programmes will be fantastic too; we
can’t wait to open the doors in May
2018.”

Prices lead in at £699 per person
including flights; transfers; seven
nights’ accommodation on a club
board basis (daily breakfast and lunch
plus four evening meals); a range of
inclusive activities with equipment,
tuition and courses; and free
children’s clubs for those aged 
two-17 years.
For further information or to book see
neilson.co.uk or call 0333-014 3350.

newsbulletin

FESTIVE FUN…Currently showing at the Savoy Theatre, Dreamgirls is now playing until early June 2018 – and recently went down a storm
with the trade at Encore’s Christmas and New Year party. The company has a number of West End shows lined up for 2018, including Tina
Turner the Musical, which Encore has already taken £250,000 worth of bookings for. Pictured is Encore’s CEO, John Wales, with some of
the cast from the show. 

Neilson launches new beachclub for summer 2018 in southern Italy

Doncaster Sheffield Airport welcomes new route to Turkey from May 2018
AFTER RECENTLY announcing two new TUI routes to Naples, Italy and Hurghada City, Egypt, Doncaster Sheffield Airport
(DSA) is continuing to expand its scope of destinations with the launch of a new service to Antalya in Turkey.

The first flight is set to take off on May 22, 2018 and holidaymakers will be able to take advantage of the weekly route
with flights leaving every Tuesday throughout the summer period. Departures will take place up until September 18,
2018, ensuring those passengers looking for September sun are catered for.
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NEWS BITES
�  QANTAS HAS opened a new lounge at Heathrow Airport as the
airline counts down to its non-stop 787 Dreamliner flights
between London and Perth starting on March 25, 2018. 

�  ALL NIPPON Airways (ANA) is offering travellers the chance to see
any destination in Japan from Tokyo for 10,800 JPY (approximately
£75) by booking a domestic flight and discovering areas accessible
through a connecting flight from London via Tokyo Haneda
Airport. For details see ana-cooljapan.com/destinations

�  MARPUNTA VILLAGE, Alonnisos, part of the Santikos Collection has
signed up its first UK tour operators ready for its re-launch in May
2018. The property, which was previously run as an Italian holiday
club is currently undertaking its second dose of refurbishment
works, this time to the main public areas, restaurant and pool
following a three million euro refurbishment that saw all rooms
refurbished and upgraded. Operators confirmed include Thomas
Cook UK, Olympic Holidays, Classic Collection, Jetline Holiday
Group, Alpha Rooms, Beds with Ease and Planet Holidays. Details
at marpunta.com

�  RIVIERA TRAVEL has launched a new escorted tour which takes in
the Oberammergau passion play, along with Salzburg and Lake
Constance, now available to book for 2020 dates. Prices lead in at
£1,899 per person for seven days based on selected departures
from May to September 2020. 

�  GOLD MEDAL has expanded its sales service to enable agents to
make bookings outside of its traditional opening hours - up to
23:00 - following an eight-month trial period. 

Trade launch from Travel The Unknown 
EXPERIENTIAL HOLIDAY company, Travel The Unknown,
is now selling its trips through the trade for the first
time, to destinations including Iran, Ethiopia, Bhutan and
the Balkans.

One of the operator's founding directors, Rahul
Aggarwal, said: “We have resisted selling through the
trade until now because we didn’t want to do it half-
heartedly. Our trips require a good level of knowledge for
any agent to secure a sale; for example, Iran is one of
our most popular destinations, but we appreciate that it
is unlikely that most people will have an in-depth
knowledge of its sites and culture. We have a well-
educated, well-travelled clientele, who like to research a
destination thoroughly before committing financially.

“Most of our trips are themed, but we also cater for
those who are looking for a touch of luxury and R&R on
the beach. We are offering agents a sliding, generous
commission, depending on the number of people booked
onto a trip (we have a maximum of 12 people on any
given departure). We also offer end-to-end agent
support, and are more than happy to step in to speak to
clients on the agent’s behalf if needs be, to help them to
secure the sale and the commission.” 

As an example of trips, a seven-day Living Bridges of
Meghalaya trip to a little-visited region of north-east India,
costs from £1,095 per person (or £1,695 including flights).
Agents interested in working with the company should
email robert.dee@traveltheunknown.com or call 020-
7183 6371.
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New check-in & bag drop service at
Gatwick from Cathay Pacific
CATHAY PACIFIC has launched self-check in and bag drop
kiosks at Gatwick Airport’s South Terminal. The
automation provides a seamless, stress-free and fast
check-in experience, enabling its customers to have more
time to relax before their flights. 

The carrier's regional general manager Europe,
James Ginns, said: “Gatwick is our first UK airport to
launch the new check-in and bag-drop service. This is
part of our Future Airport Experience project, the
vision of which is to improve the quality of time our
customers spend prior to boarding.

“If we ask ourselves how we wish to spend our time at the
airport, the answer is most certainly not ‘in a queue’. The
latest facilities not only meet our customers’ growing
demand for faster, smoother journeys, they also enable our
staff to interact more proactively with our customers and
deliver better on our brand promise of a Life Well Travelled.”

With the new technology, the whole check-in and bag-
drop process should take just under a minute. 

Premier Holidays unveils 2018
Australia & New Zealand brochure
PREMIER HOLIDAYS has launched its 2018 Australia and
New Zealand brochure, which includes a host of new value
tours, excursions and hotels.

Valid for travel until March 2019, the brochure focuses on
providing clients with value for money; the company's Smart
Choice brand is featured for the first time in the brochure, with
a selection of tours and hotels designed to offer value by
utilising the best airfare, shared transfers and a minimum
three-star accommodation in central locations. 

Smart Choice tours include the 11-night City
Extravaganza from £2,199 per person, an independent tour
to three of Australia’s great cities with excursions included,
and a Highlights of New Zealand escorted coach tour from
£2,599 for 15 nights.

John Parker, the company's Australia and New Zealand
product manager, said: “Our focus for this year’s
Australasia brochure is providing agents with as much
value as possible to help them sell Australia and New
Zealand. The new Smart Choice brand offers a large
selection of options in both destinations.”

To mark the launch, agents can win flights for two with
Air New Zealand, an Australian pamper hamper and a case
of Australian wine by correctly answering a set of questions
by December 22.

Other new products for 2018 include a Melbourne and The
Great Ocean Road escorted tour, covering the main sights in
Victoria, from £459 for three nights, and a Northern Spotlight
escorted coach tour from £1,295, a comprehensive seven-night
exploration of New Zealand’s North Island. 

New excursion highlights are the Whitsunday Crocodile
Safari from £79, a full day trip where clients can come face
to face with 150 saltwater crocodiles and observe the
reptiles in their natural habitat; a King’s Canyon and
Outback Panoramas from £139; and a Noosa River
Everglades Bar-B-Canoe Cruise from £86. 

The operator has also extended its cruise and stay offering
in Australia, New Zealand and the South Pacific, adding more
pages to showcase a larger section of cruise lines and
additional itineraries to give agents a wider choice of products.
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GET YOUR SKIS ON…Not Just Travel and CompassConnections’ travel consultant, Sarah Laverty, has wona short break at the five-star The Chedi Andermatt inSwitzerland with Ski Independence after entering theoperator’s recent competition. 

Booking incentives
�  TO COINCIDE with its new
collection of holidays and
programme additions for 2018/19,
Gold Medal has introduced two
incentives. A ‘USA FAMtastic’
offers 40 agent places on a trip
stateside with four groups taking
part in four itineraries before
all joining together to share
their knowledge and experiences at
the end of the trip. And the
‘Going for Gold’ campaign will
reward three agents with one of
three holidays ranging in value
from the Gold £10k holiday,
Silver £5k holiday and a Bronze
holiday worth up to £2.5k between
now and February 28, 2018.

�  TRAVEL 2 is giving agents £5 in
T2 Rewards for every new adult
ticket booked to Dubai Parks and
Resorts until the end of 2017. To
help agents seal the deal with
their customers, kids go free
with every adult One Park, One
Day ticket booked. To earn the
extra £5 in T2 Rewards, agents
need to make a new package
booking with the operator before
December 31 that includes Dubai
Parks and Resorts tickets.
Bookings must include return
flights, a minimum of three
nights’ ground arrangements and a
minimum of one adult ticket to
Dubai Parks and Resorts. The Kids
Go Free offer, gives one child a
free ticket with every full
paying adult on a One Park, One
Day Access ticket, valid on
qualifying package bookings made
before December 31. See
travel2.com for details.

agent offer
RIU HOTELS & Resorts is

offering a new app for the Riu
PartnerClub, the RIU loyalty
programme for travel agents.
Agents are now able to use

their mobile phones and tablets
to manage all Riu PartnerClub
account transactions in a fast

and easy way. 

agentbulletin

Fancy a fam?
FOLLOWING THE overwhelming success of U by Uniworld’s 'Sneak Peek' cruise on The B in October,
the company has announced that it will open eight sailings across a variety of itineraries along the Seine,
Danube and Rhine rivers to the travel agent community for 2018, lifting the 21-45 year old age
restrictions so that agents of all ages can experience U for themselves. The select itineraries will be
removed from the company's website, will not be on direct sale to the public and will not be part of the
regular U cruise 2018 line-up. They will instead be made available to travel agents, regardless of their
age, affording them the opportunity to experience and understand the product. An allotment of 20 rooms
per cruise will be available at a special travel agent rate of 60% off the published fare on select
itineraries on The A and The B in April, May, August and October 2018. For details see ubyuniworld.com
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NEWS BITES
�  THE GREAT Lakes USA launched its new Consumer and Travel
Agent Travel Guide which focuses on music within the region in
support of Brand USA’s new documentary on American pop
culture planned for release in the UK in February 2018. Details at
greatlakesusa.co.uk 

�  THE CATHAY Pacific Group will introduce high-speed Wi-Fi to its
Boeing 777 and Airbus A330 fleets from mid-2018, in response to
its customers’ growing demand for inflight connectivity. This
follows the successful introduction of broadband services to its
Airbus A350-900 aircraft.

�  SILVER TRAVEL Advisor, the consumer website providing travel
advice and information for mature travellers, has partnered
exclusively with Advantage Travel Partnership to offer members
support, knowledge and expertise in the over 50s market. The
collaboration will launch in early 2018 with the creation of a
bespoke Silver Travel Advisor magazine that will be distributed to
Advantage members and their customers. It will offer insights in
to the latest travel trends for the over 50s, as well as editorial
articles, helpful hints and advice. Long-term collaboration plans
include training with official accredited Silver Travel Advisor status.

�  TRAVEL PROFESSIONALS are being invited to Destinations: The
Holiday & Travel Show for free. The event takes place in
Manchester from January 18-21 and in London from 
February 1-4, 2018.

�  NH HOTEL Group will donate nearly 600 rooms across Europe to
seriously ill children and their families who are travelling for their
most heartfelt wishes, as part of a strategic agreement with
Make-A-Wish International.

�  TOBAGO HAS recognised its need to be nimble, flexible and
relevant to its internal and external stakeholders and has
responded by establishing the Tobago Tourism Agency, which has
oversight for the strategic marketing of the destination, product
development and investment, as well as cruise and airlift.

�  SRI LANKA has unveiled its three-year strategic plan for tourism to
position the country as a place for “memorable, authentic and
diverse tourism experiences”. The new plan sets out a roadmap to
raise service levels, offer new products, open up new destinations
and create a vibrant events calendar to attract a global audience
showing the way forward to increase revenue, support local
communities and grow tourism on a sustainable platform that
protects the environment.

BUMPER BOOKING…Ian Donaldson of Ramsay World Travel in
Lochee recently travelled on a fam trip with CMV on its newest
ship Columbus. Since returning, Ian has secured a bumper £30K
round-the-world booking on board the vessel. Pictured
celebrating with Ian is the line’s business development manager,
Karen Delorme.ATTENDED THE Travel Bulletin Indian Ocean Showcase in

York the other week – it was great to catch up with some
lovely operators. By the end of the night everyone was
wishing they were on their way to Mauritius or the
Maldives! It was nice to catch up with Richard Hey - he is
always so passionate about If Only... and what they offer,
and if you don’t see a particular hotel in the brochure try to
give them a call as they might have it!
It was also nice to see Stephanie from Veranda &

Heritage Resorts, plus have a quick catch up with Rob
Morley from Mercury/Sunspot - I was lucky to win a bottle
of Prosecco and a £25 Love2Shop voucher from him. 
I hadn’t realised how much Turkish Airlines did until that

night. Julien Alder, the company’s regional marketing
executive, told me they fly to 300 destinations worldwide
and that they have won the ‘Best Airline in Europe’ award
from 2011 to 2016. This year they won the ‘World’s Best
Business Class Lounge’ award - give them a try – see
turkishairlines.com
I also attended a great evening in Leeds at Souvlaki’s, a

Greek restaurant organised by Jet2 for the agents in the
Yorks Focus Group. Hosting it were two great hotel chains,
Grecian Hotels who have the Grecian Bay & Grecian Sands
Hotels in Agia Napa, Grecian Park Hotel in Cape Greco, and
the four-star Queen’s Gate Hotel in London plus Leptos
Calypso Hotels – Coral Beach, Paphos Gardens, Basilica in
Paphos and Panorama Hotel in Chania Crete. There were
lovely presentations, food, company and a bit of plate
smashing…what more could you want? All the hotels can
be booked through Jet2. 
Well I said last time that I was thinking of going to the

Gambia for a week, but that has now changed and I am
going to Fuerteventura with Jet2holidays from Leeds
Bradford. I’m staying at the SBH Costa Calma Beach Resort
at Costa Calma - it’s on the beach and also has a gym and
spa, so I hope to be doing some nice walks along the beach
and also go to the gym every day. It’s different when it’s on
your doorstep so to speak, so I’m looking forward to it - and
I feel calm just saying Costa Calma! Then it will be all
action when I get back to get ready for Christmas.
‘If you are not willing to risk the usual you will have to

settle for the ordinary’ and ‘Just when the caterpillar
thought the world was ending, he turned into a butterfly’.

by SANDRA MURRAY
in Normanton, Yorkshire

To respond to any 
of Sandy’s comments email 

lauretta.wright@travelbulletin.co.uk 

newsbulletin
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Normanton...
Notes from
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Where Am I?

Running down the middle of this vast archaeological complex,
which was once a flourishing pre-Columbian city, is the

Avenue of the Dead. It links the Temple of Quetzalcoatl, the
Pyramid of the Moon and the Pyramid of the Sun, the latter

two with panoramic views from their summits.

Fill in all the squares in the grid so that each row, column and each of the

3 x 3 squares contains the digits 1-9.
Once you have completed the puzzle, simply identify the numbers that relate

to the letters, A, B, C and D then e-mail the solution, with your name,

company name, and full postal address plus phone and ABTA number if

applicable to:

competition@travelbulletin.co.uk

Closing date for entries is Thursday, December 14th. Solution and new

puzzle will appear next week.

The winner for 24th November is Grace Phillips, Thomas

Cook in West Swindon.

November 24th Solution: A=3    B=8    C=6    D=5

Number: 047

Across 
1. Asian based carrier, All ___ Airways (6)
5. Located in the Irish Sea, initially (3)
7. Scenic region of Italy (7)
8. Brand of 11 Down (4)
10. Capital of Canada (6)
12. European country (6)
13. Operator specialising in holidays for the

over 50's (4)
15. Carrier operating from 12 Across, ___ Air (7)
16. Manchester international airport code (3)
17. Premier league manager, Arsene (6)

Down 
1. City chosen for Harry and Meghan's first

official visit (10)
2. Famous Kennington cricket venue (4)
3. Falls between Canada and USA (7)
4. Hotels and resorts group (5)
6. Largest island in the Indian ocean (10)
9. Reykjavik is the capital (7)
11. Major hotel group (5)
14. The Gateshead Millennium Bridge spans this

river (4)

Where Am I?

Fill in the crossword to reveal the mystery location highlighted by the green squares.

For the solution to the Crossword and Where Am I? 
Please see page 14

Crossword

Su Doku

N
um

be
r: 

04
7

Win a £50 M&S voucher in the travelbulletin Su Doku prize puzzle

�A

�B

�C

�D
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Industry
Insight by...

Neil Basnett, chief executive of the Elite Travel Group, reflects on the events of 2017 
and looks ahead to what agents can expect going into 2018...

I AM not generally a killjoy but I have to admit that the
totally ghastly Black Friday and Cyber Monday events
have left me totally underwhelmed. I fully appreciate
that the UK has a long established 'special
relationship' with our neighbours across the 'pond' but
do we have to follow in their footsteps for absolutely
everything? Some lead and others follow but for once
why can't we take the lead and refuse to take part in
this totally unedifying spectacle? It is a totally mistaken
belief that these events actually stimulate sales: they
merely spread them. If there is unsold stock that is
obviously not wanted, why not reduce prices over a
longer period rather than reduce them to unrealistic
prices on just the one day? Hopefully the travel
industry did not have to cope with clients fighting in-
store to grab a bargain for Benidorm worth £69! We are
all bombarded throughout the year by emails with
special offers but on Black Friday, and wearing my
homeworking hat, it just means that I have to spend
more time than usual in transferring even more fodder
to my deleted box.
With yet another Christmas just around the corner, it

allows us to reflect back on another year and cast our
eyes forward to what might happen in the next 12
months. Within the world of Elite, our members have
had a good trading year with many of them having
experienced record levels of sales in certain months:
this is all in the face of those predicting that the UK
faces economic meltdown and that holiday sales will
suffer. One development for us has been the good
appointment of Karen Oates as our business
development manager. This is a positive step forward
for us as it means better communications with our
members and she can assist them with ideas and ways
of helping them develop their own businesses. We
enjoyed a wonderful 40th anniversary celebratory
conference in Mallorca which emphasised the value of
partnerships, our main one continuing to be with the
team at Advantage. Next year will see the tenth year of

our relationship with Advantage and has proved that
large and small organisations can work well together. 
It is always a hope that a New Year will bring with it

the joy that there will be no acts of terrorism anywhere
on the planet. Here in the UK this year has sadly seen
the occurrence of several incidents that for the last few
years seem to have affected other European countries
more than us. It will be interesting to see how quickly
Tunisia bounces back after a few years of no tourists
from the UK. Turkey showed some improvement this
year in visitor numbers, but regretfully it is still a very
fragile situation. Egypt continues to suffer sadly and
the latest bomb attack causing multiple deaths,
admittedly many miles away from the Red Sea holiday
resorts, but just continues to spread bad news. All
three of these countries, with predominantly peace-
loving people who genuinely welcome British tourists,
deserve better as they rely so heavily on tourism.
Extreme weather conditions also featured

predominantly this year with the Caribbean and
surrounding countries having one of their worst
seasons for hurricanes. It will take many years for
some of these destinations to fully recover and they
will require high levels of aid. Many countries in the
Caribbean did not suffer however, so there will need to
be much positive publicity to stress that the whole
region is still open for tourism.  
I do not want this article however to be one of

gloom! We are fortunate to work in what remains a fun
industry and we are all helping clients fulfil their
dreams by arranging fabulous holidays for them. What
is more satisfying than sending clients all over the
world only for them to come back to say that they had
a marvellous holiday and can't wait to book their next
one...again via you! This industry is one large extended
family and we all have wonderful friendships forged
over many years. To all my friends therefore, my
warmest wishes go to you and your loved ones for the
Christmas season and well into the New Year!

bulletinbriefing
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Trains & tulips from
Great Rail Journeys

FOR A short break that
isn’t just in the UK, Great
Rail Journeys has put
together a ‘Steam Trains &
Tulips of Holland’ tour.
Louise Heatley, head of

product and contracting for
the operator, said: “Short
breaks don't have to mean
UK only travel. It's
surprising what you can
see in such a short amount
of time and where you can
get to. This tour showcases
a lot of the sights in
Holland in a short amount
of time. The rail journey is
a true highlight, as guests
travel through the
beautiful countryside and
see much in just one day.”
Discovering the

highlights of Holland in six
days, the tour is priced
from £1,295 per person.
Based in Delft, guests will
visit popular sites and
enjoy a journey across the
countryside by vintage
steam train. The itinerary
includes Keukenhof
Gardens, Amsterdam,
including a guided walking
tour, Zuiderzee Museum
and Royal Delft Porcelain.
Visit greatrail.com or call
0800-240 4470.

BUTLIN’S HAS launched its 2018 digital ‘Family Breaks
Guide’ for agents, packed with information about new
developments and entertainment updates across its three
seaside resorts. The guide also offers an ‘at a glance’
reference list of all 2018 breaks for ease of use by agents.
It is available to download for free at

bourneleisuresales.co.uk and offers easy, on-screen
access leaving agents free to talk through all options
with customers. To celebrate the launch of this year’s
digital guide, and to help agents’ secure early bookings
for 2018, the company is offering an exclusive trade
saving of £20 per booking, when stays are secured
before February 5, 2018.
Erman Housein, Bourne Leisure’s sales and marketing

manager, said: “The digital ‘Family Breaks Guide’ is now in

its third year and is proving extremely popular. This year it
is loaded with information on our latest developments and
offers, ensuring agents are always at the forefront of what
we do in the agency sales team.
“The digital guide is an on screen option that offers at-a-

glance product information, meaning agents can easily and
comfortably interact with clients without the need to
constantly refer to a hefty reference manual. The guide is
also a great tool for data capture with any enquiry easily
followed up by sending the guide in a direct email to allow
for ongoing customer engagement.” 
As an example of holidays, a four-night break at the

holiday brand’s Skegness Resort costs from £69 per
person, based on four people sharing a Silver self-
catering apartment arriving on March 26, 2017.

shortbreaks

Butlin’s launches digital Family Break Guide for 2018 & exclusive £20 trade saving 

Discover the Isle of Man with Premier Holidays 
PREMIER HOLIDAYS has introduced a new five-night Isle of Man Discovery break into its 2018
short-haul brochure.
Priced from £295 per person, the package enables people to discover the delights of this

unique island and includes travel by sea from Liverpool/Heysham, or flights from a variety
of regional airports at a supplement, and bed-and-breakfast accommodation at three- or
four-star hotels. Clients will also receive a three-day Go Explore Pass, which provides
travel across all Isle of Man bus and rail services, unlimited use of the steam railway,
mountain railway, horse drawn trams and electric trams.
A free heritage pass is also included, giving unlimited access to a range of

attractions including Manx National Heritage sites such as Peel Castle, Rushen Abbey
and Old House of Keys.
Travel agents can earn £5 for every booking and in addition to accommodation and travel

arrangements, agents can book extras such as car hire, baggage and excursions.
Dave Kneale, national sales manager for the operator, said: “Our new discovery package

is designed to help agents promote the Isle of Man as an ideal short break destination. 
“The Isle of Man offers stunning landscapes, spectacular wildlife and heritage

without having to leave the UK. We’ve also made it even easier for agents to book
after introducing the destination to our new online booking system.”
Visit trade.premierholidays.co.uk for more information. 
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HAVEN’S 2018 brochure has now
launched offering a new look, booking
offers and new product updates. 
Focusing on the company’s new ‘A

Breath of Fresh Air’ branding, the
brochure offers a cleaner, fresher feel
with a focus on visuals that highlight
the parks’ beauty, nature and coastal
settings, as well as family fun. The
brochure will be accompanied by a
new park guide which offers handy, at
a glance, detail on each of the
company’s 36 parks. 
Launching with savings of up to 25%

on all 2018 breaks, customers can take
advantage of a wide choice of holidays
for a £60 deposit per booking. Lead in

prices for family breaks start from £99
for next year, and agents can also
pass on an exclusive, additional saving
of £20 on every booking made before
February 5, 2018. 
The brochure officially launches

several refurbishments across the
brand’s portfolio, including
improvements to restaurant and pool
facilities. Marton Mere’s indoor pool will
welcome a Lazy River, Presthaven’s
outdoor pool will undergo a full
landscaping treatment ready for the
summer months of 2018, and both
Thorpe Park and Wild Duck’s indoor
pools will see refurbishments with the
addition of fun features for little kids.

Blue Dolphin, Haggerston Castle,
Riviere Sands and Thornwick Bay will
also have newly refurbished ShowBars
for 2018, and Primrose Valley’s
restaurant will undergo phase two of
its renovation.
Brochure launch packs will be landing

with both retail agents and homeworkers
soon and will include a file copy
brochure, the new park guide and a
double-sided agent guide. 
In addition, retail agents will receive

an A5 customer leaflet, exclusive offer
stickers for brochures and a rack card. 
For more information visit
bourneleisuresales.co.uk or call 033-
3202 5270.
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FUNWAY HOLIDAYS has just launched its 2018 USA brochure and new to the operator’s New York
portfolio are the Westin New York Grand Central and the Hyatt Centric - both ideal for a New Year's
mini shopping trip in the Big Apple. The operator is offering three nights at the new Hyatt Centric
Times Square from £720 per person including flights from Heathrow with American Airlines, based on
two adults sharing and departing on January 4, 2018. Visit funway4agents.co.uk 

Citadel lights, foodie delights & rail highlights in Jerusalem
UNDER A four-and-a-half-hour direct flight from London and rich in cultural and
religious contrasts, Jerusalem has plenty to offer discerning and curious travellers in
search of a unique city break.
New to the city is the night-time spectacular ‘Sound and Light at the Citadel’, a 45-

minute show which sees the walls and archaeological remains of the Citadel’s
courtyard serve as the stage for the story of Jerusalem, as it unfolds in a celebration
of sight and sound. The first of its kind in the world, the night spectacular uses
‘trompe l’oeil’ technology so that the stones of the walls and structures fade into the
scenes created by giant virtual reality images which envelop viewers and whisk them
away in a multi-sensory experience.
For foodies, Jerusalem offers everything from creative fine-dining, to Mediterranean

flavours, and authentic Middle Eastern street food. Machane Yehuda Market is the hub and
soul of the city’s food scene bringing together a bustling, dynamic exchange between
vendors, busy locals and tourists. For a more up-market experience, the award-winning
Machneyuda restaurant has been the trendiest destination for foodies in Jerusalem since it
opened a few years ago. For ingredients shopping, just a short hop away within the bustling
Muslim Quarter of the Old City, pomegranate towers, rich spices and more, line the food
stalls here and capture the essence of Jerusalem’s rich diversity. 
For added convenience, the new city link rail service will open in March 2018 and will

take guests from Tel Aviv Airport directly to Jerusalem in 18 minutes.
For more information about the destination visit itraveljerusalem.com

Haven launches new look UK Holidays & Short Breaks brochure

Fit in a ski break to
France with Ski Total

FOR THOSE short of time
but keen to fit in a ski trip
this season, Ski Total is
offering a new pre-
Christmas short break to
Les Arcs, France. 
The company is offering

a four-night stay at the
four diamond Chalet l’Ours
Andin in Les Arcs, France
from £299 per person. The
price includes flights from
Gatwick to Geneva and
transfers, departing on
December 15. 
The brand is also

offering seven nights on a
chalet board basis to five
diamond platinum Chalet
Marie in Avoriaz, France
from £399 per person. This
represents a saving of
£530 per person. The
Chalet Marie, exclusive to
the operator, is located
right on the piste near the
centre of Avoriaz. The price
includes flights from
Manchester to Geneva,
departing on December 19. 
For more information visit
skitotal.com or call 01483-
791935.
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MARRIOTT INTERNATIONAL has teamed up with Samsung and Legrand to unveil the ‘hotel room of the future’. Powered by Marriott’s
Innovation Lab at its corporate headquarters in the US, The Internet of Things (IoT) hotel room explores concepts that have the potential to
elevate the guest experience. The technology inside the IoT Guestroom Lab allows, for instance, a user to ask a virtual assistant for a
06:30 wake-up alarm, to start a yoga routine on a full-length mirror, request additional housekeeping services and start the shower at the
desired temperature stored in their customer profile – all by voice or app. Consumers will start to see elements of the technology in hotel
rooms across the group’s brands within the next five years. Visit marriott.com

Jetset sees growth for hotel-only sales & launches Winter Wanderlust campaign
JETSET RECENTLY reported significant growth in its hotel-only sales, which have been outstripping Package Pal as the
company’s fastest growing product in October and early November.
Having made a number of system enhancements at the start of this year, the operator has noted an upward swing of

agents booking this particular product with them and also more increasingly online. 
Over and above an increased focus on this product, the company has also attributed this success to extra

enhancements - such as the ability to locate specific zones in resorts or cities and the dynamic filtering of content –
whichpare helping agents realise that the JETS system can be used not just for flight-only bookings or Packages but also
as a real tool for booking accommodation-only.
With the whole world mapped and more than 200,000 properties coming from multiple sources, Adrian Smyth, sales director,

for the operator, said: “Booking patterns are hard to locate on this relatively new product; we’re taking bookings for places as
diverse as Amelia Island in Florida and Baku in Azerbaijan. There appears to be more volume to the traditional cities such as
Barcelona and Paris, but with our unbelievable pricing on accommodation-only, it really feels like anything goes.”
To continue momentum throughout the remainder of this year, the company has launched Winter Wanderlust, a

campaign which carries discounts of between 2%-5% on all properties in several winter destinations, along with the
chance to win a travel hamper worth £175.
Check out JETS for full details and to start booking.

accommodationonly

CENTARA HOTELS & Resorts is continuing to increase its
international footprint, with an aim to double both its
number of properties and revenues by 2022.
The company recently launched a new affordable hotel

concept called COSI, designed for the new generation of
connected lifestyle travellers, and in addition to the planned
expansion of the brand, the group aims to develop new
businesses in markets where it can leverage its strengths
of Thai hospitality, food and spa expertise. 
Tom Thrussell, the company’s vice president for brand,

marketing and digital, said: “We’re at a very exciting phase
in the company. Throughout this year we’ve seen a lot of
growth and new agreements signed, and in April we opened
our first Middle East property in Muscat Oman. It’s doing
very well and is our first foray into the market.”
With the Middle East designated as a key area for the

group as it expands internationally, 2019 will see the
opening of the 600-room Deira Island and the first Centara
property in the UAE. The family resort will include a magic
carpet theme throughout its design, most apparent from its
exterior architecture and flying carpet roof, a waterpark,
multiple restaurants including alfresco rooftop dining

options, a kids’ club, spa, fitness centre and business
facilities. More immediately in Qatar, the first quarter of
2018 will bring with it the opening of the Centara Grand
Hotel Doha and West Bay Residences and Suites.
Thrussell said: “As the company plans its next phase of

growth, we’re looking to double our number of hotels and
total revenues within five years. There will be a focus on our
core brands in Thailand and properties opening in China,
Laos, Cambodia, Indonesia, as well as in the Indian Ocean
with the opening of a Maldives property in 2019 along with
further expansion in the Middle East. We're also in
advanced conversations at the moment about a hotel in
Cuba so, all being well by the end of next year, we hope to
open our first property in the Caribbean.
“Travel agents are major supporters of us; half of our

business comes through the major tour operators and
agents and they’re fundamental to our success. We know
that in the markets we’re expanding into, the type of
products will be perfect and ready made for their
customers. Watch this space as we have a lot of
development and growth happening now and over the next
five years.”

Centara Hotels & Resorts sets out five-year vision and strategy for growth
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Bedsonline sees high demand for Spain 
BEDSONLINE HAS published its results for this fiscal year
and with it has noted Spain as the preferred destination for
British bookings made via its online platform.
Across its range of source markets, the most requested

destinations are located in Spain (Madrid and Barcelona),
followed by Paris, Tenerife and New York. 
The trends registered on the platform globally are similar to

those of the UK source market. Spain is the preferred
destination for British travellers, with Tenerife and Mallorca
registered as the top destinations, followed by Orlando and
Lanzarote – which this year has experienced a 46% growth in
sales – and in fifth place the Algarve. The average number of
nights stay for UK travellers making bookings is 3.96 nights.
The number of hotels that are now available to customers

through the brand’s platform has increased from 120,000 to
more than 170,000. This is a result of the recent integration of
Tourico Holidays and GTA into the group to which Bedsonline
also belongs and an opportunity for travel agents who can now
choose between a wider selection of accommodation.
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https://www2.melia.com/meliapro/en/index.html


TENERIFE
5  Red Level at Gran 
Melia Palacio de Isora B&B

BEST PRICE 

7 nights from £1,459pp

Departs Gatwick 10 Jan 2018

COSTA DEL SOL
4  Melia  
Marbella Banus B&B

BEST PRICE 

7 nights from £938pp

Departs Gatwick 10 Jan 2018

ROME
5  Gran Melia Rome  
Villa Agrippina B&B

BEST PRICE 

4 nights from £879pp

Departs Gatwick 10 Jan 2018

TENERIFE
5  Melia Jardines 
del Teide B&B

BEST PRICE 

7 nights from £1,048pp

Departs Gatwick 10 Jan 2018

WINTERSUN 
GETAWAYS

PERSONALISED HOLIDAYS 
tailor-made for your clients

0800 008 7288  I  

ANY AIRPORT  I  ANY AIRLINE  I

PRIVATE
TRANSFERS 
INCLUDEDtailor-made for your clients

ADULTS 
ONLY

         11:23
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